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INTRODUCTION 

During the 2023 legislative session, Senate Bill 351 (SB 351), sponsored by Senator Daniel Zolnikov, was signed 

into law. The version of SB 351 that became law was the result of minor amendments made in the Senate Business, 

Labor & Economic Affairs Committee and the House Energy, Technology and Federal Relations Committee, and 

several amendments made during a Free Conference Committee. At the July 2023 organizational meeting, 

stakeholders requested that the Economic Affairs Interim Committee (EAIC) review the final version of SB 351, 

primarily the amendments adopted in the Free Conference Committee, and develop a committee bill to introduce 

in the 2025 legislative session. 

BILL OVERVIEW 

The bill revises laws related to biometric privacy and creates the Genetic Information Privacy Act (the Act). It 

requires an entity collecting biometric data from a Montana consumer to provide clear information about the 

entity's collection and disclosure policies, as well as prominently provide privacy notices to both consumers and 

the public.  

The Act requires an entity to obtain initial express consent from consumers or their representatives for collection, 

use, or disclosure of genetic data, separate consent for transfer or disclosure of the data to a third-party or for use 

beyond the initial purpose, and express consent for any marketing to a consumer based on the data.  

The Act provides for exceptions to the provisions, such as protected health information under federal law, and, 

until June 1, 2025, governmental agencies, which are defined in the bill as: "an executive, legislative, or judicial 

agency, department, board, commission, authority, institution, or instrumentality of the federal government or of a 

state or of a county, municipality, or other political subdivision of a state".  

The bill includes an enforcement section giving the attorney general sole authority to enforce the Act through civil 

enforcement actions.  

THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 

The following table illustrates the path of SB 351 and highlight the actions taken during the 2023 session that led 

to the enactment of the bill.   

Date Action Votes 
Yes 

Votes 
No 

2/24/2023 (S) Business, Labor, and Economic Affairs - Hearing    

2/24/2023 (S) Business, Labor, and Economic Affairs – Executive Action – Bill 
Passed as Amended 

10 0 

3/1/2023 (S) 2nd Reading Passed 49 0 

3/2/2023 (S) 3rd Reading Passed 50 0 

4/5/2023 (H) Energy, Technology and Federal Relations – Hearing   
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4/7/2023 (H) Energy, Technology and Federal Relations – Executive Action – 
Bill Concurred as Amended 

13 0 

4/14/2023 (H) 2nd Reading Concurred 100 0 

4/17/2023 (H) 3rd Reading Concurred 97 0 

4/20/2023 (S) 2nd Reading House Amendments Not Concurred 49 1 

5/1/2023 (S) Free Conference Committee – Hearing – Amendments Adopted 5 0 

5/2/2023 (S) 2nd Reading Free Conference Committee Report Adopted 50 0 

5/2/2023 (S) 3rd Reading Free Conference Committee Report Adopted 49 1 

5/2/2023 (H) 2nd Reading Free Conference Committee Report Adopted 96 2 

5/2/2023 (H) 3rd Reading Free Conference Committee Report Adopted 93 3 

5/2/2023 SINE DIE   

5/30/2023 (S) Transmitted to Governor   

6/7/2023 (S) Signed by Governor   

6/7/2023 Chapter Number Assigned – Chapter 768   

 

BILL ITERATIONS 

SB 351 initially had relatively few changes as it made its way through the process. The Senate Business, Labor, and 

Economic Affairs Committee1 amended one line in SB0351.001.001 to read: 

 NEW SECTION. Section 5. Disclosure – when prohibited – when written consent required. 

 (3) Notwithstanding any other provisions in [section 4], a company may has the sole authority to not 

 disclose a consumer's genetic data to any entity offering health insurance, life insurance, or long-term care 

 insurance, or to any employer of the consumer without the consumer's written consent. 

The House Energy, Technology and Federal Relations Committee2 also made slight adjustments to the bill, in 

SB0351.002.001: 

NEW SECTION. Section 2. Definitions.  

(2) (a) "Company" means an entity that: 

(i) offers consumer genetic testing products or services directly to a consumer; or  

(ii) collects, uses, or analyzes genetic data that resulted from a direct-to-consumer genetic testing product 

or service and was provided to the company by a consumer for a commercial purpose. 

 

 

1 https://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20230224/-1/48138#agenda_  
2 https://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20230407/-1/49500  

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/AmdPublicWeb/SB0351.001.001_Amendments-in-Context_final-condensed.pdf
https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/AmdPublicWeb/SB0351.002.001_Amendments-in-Context_final-condensed.pdf
https://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20230224/-1/48138#agenda_
https://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20230407/-1/49500
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NEW SECTION. Section 4. Consumer genetic data – privacy notice – consent – access – deletion – 

destruction. 

(7) Genetic data of Montana residents or biometric data collected in the state must be stored within the 

territorial boundaries of the United States. 

FREE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 

On April 20, 2023, during the Senate floor session3, the bill sponsor requested a 'do not concur' on the House 

amendments. The explanation given by Sen. Zolnikov was that he was informed by stakeholders that the Senate 

amendment was unworkable, and the enforcement section required a change. The Senate obliged the bill sponsor's 

request and initially a conference committee was appointed to make the corrections. When legislative services staff 

received a copy of the proposed amendments, staff noticed that the proposed amendments were not in 

conformance with the subject matter restrictions for conference committees and advised the bill sponsor to 

request a free conference committee instead. 

The free conference committee met on May 1, 20234 and considered two amendments. SB0351.003.001 was 

posted to the Legislature's website prior to the meeting. A second, conceptual amendment was presented to the 

free conference committee at the meeting.  

Both amendments presented to the free conference committee were sponsored by Sen. Zolnikov and were 

significant in nature. The published amendment:  

• replaces the definition of "company" with "entity" and added a definition of "governmental agency"; 

• changes the 'Limitations' section, to an 'Exceptions' section and added several exceptions to the Act; 

• provides for a representative of a consumer (parent, guardian, or power of attorney) to provide consent on 

behalf of the consumer; 

• in addition to requiring an entity to obtain express consent for transferring or disclosing a consumer's 

genetic data to a third-party, an entity shall include the name of the third-party to whom the data will be 

transferred; 

• clarifies types of consent in certain instances (e.g. express consent vs. written consent);  

• expands the restriction on where biometric data may be stored; and 

• makes the two requested changes, to strike the Senate amendments in Section 5, and revise the 

enforcement section to give the attorney general sole authority to enforce the Act. 

The conceptual amendment: 

• Strikes the definition of "deidentified data" and adds definitions for "processor" and "third party"; and 

• Adds clarifying language in Section 4 (consumer genetic data – privacy notice – consent – access – deletion 

– destruction) that includes adding the newly defined terms. 

 

3 http://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20170221/-1/46259?agendaId=275007  
4 https://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20230501/-1/49838  

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/AmdPublicWeb/SB0351.003.001_Amendments-in-Context_final-condensed.pdf
http://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20170221/-1/46259?agendaId=275007
https://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00309/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20230501/-1/49838
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The free conference committee considered both amendments at the May 1, 2023 hearing. No members of the 

public were present for support or opposition on the amendments. The amendments passed and were combined 

into SB0351.003.004 for concurrence by the House and Senate, both of whom concurred on May 2, 2023. See 

Appendix A for the combination amendment – the conceptual amendments are highlighted in yellow. 

 

STAKEHOLDER INPUT 

SB 351 passed both chambers on May 2, 2023, the same day the Legislature adjourned. The bill was signed by the 

Governor on June 7, 2023, and during the final stages of the bill becoming law, stakeholders sent communication to 

the Governor requesting a veto. (See Appendix II) The primary concerns cited in the veto request were regarding 

the amendments placed on the bill during the free conference committee. The six stakeholders collectively argued 

the bill: 

• Applies to any organization that “collects, uses, or analyzes genetic data”, not just to companies providing 

consumer genetic testing products and, in turn, broadly defines genetic data; 

• Imposes unrealistic requirements to obtain individual consent for use or transfer or data that is not linked 

to an identified person, and does not provide any exceptions for de-identified data; 

• Does not provide an exception for HIPAA-regulated entities such as hospitals and universities that collect, 

use and conduct research with genetic data – these entities are already subject to significant privacy 

regulations under state and federal laws; 

• Impedes research by requiring the specific name of the third party to be disclosed and consented to for 

every transfer of any genetic data or biological sample; 

• Inadvertently will have a significant negative effect on research in Montana and includes provisions that 

will become unnecessarily burdensome for entities performing legitimate and innovative research using 

genetic materials and data; 

• Includes provisions that will be impossible to comply with while maintaining good scientific practices; 

Stakeholders agreed that a revision to include standards similar to the Federal Trade Commissions de-

identification standards, as well as exemptions for HIPAA and scientific research would alleviate several of these 

concerns. 

COMMITTEE ACTIONS 

At the EAIC organizational meeting in July 2023, stakeholders requested the committee review SB 351 as the 

amendments made during the free conference committee, primarily the changes to the definition section, were not 

noticed to the public in time for testimony explaining potential impacts to business practices. As part of the review, 

the committee could seek public input on the free conference committee amendments as well as potential 

remedies for incorporation into a committee bill. Additionally, the committee may consider monitoring the 

pending expiration of governmental use of biometric data as provided in the Act. 

  

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/AmdPublicWeb/SB0351.003.004_combo_final-full.pdf
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APPENDIX I 
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